For the Kids!!!!
No need for the little ones to be jealous any
more, with this miniature version of the
legendary Luxembourg armchair, designed with
three- to six-year-olds in mind. Indeed, it bears
more than a passing resemblance to its big
brother, with its comfortable, curved-slat seat,
its light and easy-to-handle aluminium tubular
frame... and the fact that it's available in a
multitude of vibrant colours!

Luxembourg Kid Chair

Luxembourg Kid Armchair

Luxembourg Kid Bench

No need for the little ones to be jealous any more,
with this miniature version of the legendary
Luxembourg armchair, designed with three- to
six-year-olds in mind. Indeed, it bears more than
a passing resemblance to its big brother, with its
comfortable, curved-slat seat, its light and easyto-handle aluminium tubular frame... and the fact
that it's available in a multitude of vibrant colours!

Combined with the chairs and tables from the
Kid range, it makes for a fantastic garden set
which is as fun as it is practical! And "playing
house" doesn't have to stop there, as our kids
will soon be able to choose items from this
range coloured in every shade of the Fermob
colour chart. These items are perfect for
mixing and matching with other furniture to
create a bright, playful and super-chic kid's
room - Fermob style!

Children will love having their very own spot
with the Luxembourg Kid bench. Combined
with the chairs and tables from the Kid range,
it makes for a fantastic garden set which is
as fun as it is practical! And "playing house"
doesn't have to stop there, as our kids will
soon be able to choose items from this range
coloured in every shade on the Fermob
colour chart.

Luxembourg Kid Table

Rocking Horse Adada

Calicot Cushion

A table for three- to six-year-olds to match the
miniature version of the Luxembourg chair. This
petite but practical piece of furniture can be
moved with ease from one corner of the house to
the other, one moment serving as a desk in the
bedroom, the next as a table for tea in the
kitchen, and the next as the setting for an art
workshop in the garden. So, what "Kid" be
better?.

It rocks, Dad!
Parents will love its design, and children will
simply adore jumping aboard. Giddy up!
This unsual quadruped has it all: a design in
keeping with safety standards, and a light
frame and pads that will not scratch the floor.
Fermob will donate €3 to the charity for every
ADADA rocking horse purchased.

A two-tone outdoor cushion, to mix and
match as you like with the other formats in
the collection.
100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment
Treated against stains and mould
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THE NETHERLAND
FUN AND PRACTICAL DESIGN

THE NETHERLAND FUN AND PRACTICAL
DESIGN
Fatboy® is an imaginative lifestyle brand that excels in thinking outside the box. Fatboy has been challenging
the concepts of lifestyle product since 2002,
When it set out to create the perfect lounge chair designed for fashion, for comfort, and tailored for an unmatched lounging experience.
Fatboy is known for creating iconic products with a simple yet compelling idea reflected in "Deleting Dull.”
Today, Fatboy brings energizing comfort and smiles to people in over fifty countries worldwide with a growing
line of lifestyle products. Their identity is anchored in iconic European design mixed with a creative spirit and
sense of humor that extends into all of our product offerings.
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THE ORIGINAL OUTDOOR
Size: 180 x 140 cm - Material: Sunbrella fabric UV resistant - Filling: EPS - Coating: Water- and dirt repellent - Weight: 6.65 kg
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THE ORIGINAL STONEWASHED
Size: 180 x 140 cm - Material: 100% cotton - Filling: EPS - Coating: Water- and dirt repellent - Weight: 7.65 kg
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THE ORIGINAL METAHLOWSKI
Size: 180 x 140 cm - Material: polyester & cotton - Filling: EPS - Weight: 6.8 kg

THE JUNIOR
Size: 130 x 100 cm - Material: 100% cotton - Filling: EPS - Coating: Water- and dirt repellent - Weight: 3,2 kg
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STRIPESOL

Size: 350cm ø - Material: Metal frame with polyester parasol cloth (printed) - Weight: 13 kg

BOUQETTEKETET

PARASOLASIDO
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HEADDEMOCK
Size: 330 x 110 cm - Material: Hammock: polyester, Frame: metal and rubber - Stuffing: Hammock: 100% polyester fiberfill Coating: Hammock: water- and dirt repellent, Frame: powder coating - Weight: Hammock & frame: 28 kg
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CH-AIR
Size: 135 x 70 cm - Material: PVC - Material pillow: sunbrella - Weight: 6.5 kg

ATTACKLE !
Size: 195 x 77.5 x 55 cm - Material: LLDPE - - Weight: 15 kg

PFFFH
Size: 90 x 40 cm - Material: EPS core with comfy foam top, Sunbrella fabric - - Weight: 7.6 kg
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TSJONGE
Size: 101 x 60 x 46 cm - Material: High-end fabrics (Sunbrella & de Ploeg), PVC bottom - Stuffing/ Filling: EPS / Foam
Coating: Dirt and moist repellent - Weight: 4.45 kg

BABOESJKA
Size: 5 x 45 x 52 cm - Material pillow: Polyester - Material belt: Leather - Stuffing: PSG foam - Weight: 5 kg

RONDEJU
Size: 47.5 x 61 Ø cm - Material: Acrylic fabric - Stuffing/ Filling: Foam SG35, EPS 120 - Weight with packaging: 5.35 kg
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PUPILLOW
Size: Ø 120 x 30 cm - Material: 100% Acrylic cover with TPE bottom and non woven inner bag Stuffing/ Filling: Mixed FOAM with EPS - Coating: Water and dirt-repellent - Weight: 10.6 kg

LAMZAC L
Size: 195 x 112 x 55 cm - Material: Nylon ripstop TPU - Stuffing: Air - Coating: Airtight coating - Weight: 1.30 kg
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NON-FLYING CARPET
Size: 180 x 140 cm- Material: Polyester & PVC bottom - Stuffing: 6 mm foam Coating: Water- and dirt repellent - Weight: 4 kg
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EDISON THE PETIT
Size: 25 x 16 cm - Material outer: PP - Material inner: ABS baseplate with LED - Battery type: Li-polymer
Voltage: 5V - Durations: Setting 1: 24h, Setting 2: 15h, Setting 3: 6h - Weight: 0.435 kg

TRANSLOETJE
Size: 225.5 x 16.5 cm - Material outer: PC - Battery type: Li-polymer - Avalaible in 7 colors
Voltage: 3.7 V - Durations: Setting 1: 20h, Setting 2: 15h, Setting 3: 9h - Weight: 0.435 kg

BOLLEKE
Size: 20 cm ø - Material: Shade: HDPE, Innerpart: ABS, Loop: silicone rubber - Weight: 7.6 kg
Voltage: 3.7 V - Durations: Setting 1: 24h, Setting 2: 15h, Setting 3: 6h - Weight with packaging: 1.46 KG
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ADD THE WALLY
Size: 15.1 x 13.9 x 22.0 cm - Material outer: PP shade, Metal arm, ABS, electronic casing, PP cappie Coating: Fine texture powder coating - Life cycle lamps: 50.000hrs - Voltage: 3,7V - Weight: 0.46 kg

THIERRY LE SWINGER
Size: 40.5 cm x 20.5 cm (shade) - Material: LLDPE shade ABS innerpart - Voltage: 3.7 V - Weight: 2.8 kg

LAMPIE-ON
Size: 25.5 x 13.5 cm - Material: PP - Voltage: 3.7 V - Duration: 100% brightness for 9h - Weight: 0.35 kg
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THE TRADITIONAL
SWEDISH OUTDOOR RUG

TRADITIONAL SWEDISH OUTDOOR RUG
Pappelina weaves some 100 000 rugs each year, has some forty employees in Dalarna and markets to 26 countries.
Pappelina still weaves its rugs in the Dalarna mill. Production costs are higher compared to many other countries, yet
the goal has always been to create a brand name that stands for quality and pride. This is best achieved by weaving
the rugs in Sweden.
The rugs BOB and VERA remain bestsellers and are often termed classics within Scandinavian design. Lina continues
to develop new patterns and new techniques. The product range may be increasing, but the essence of Pappelina remains the same: simple, stylish, functional.
Made in Dalarna, Sweden. Woven on a traditional loom using wooden shuttles. Very practical and easy-to-care-for rug
in Swedish manufactured PVC. Welded ribbon for strength and durability, with embossed Pappelina logo, at both
edges. Measurements may vary ±4% as a result of the various craft processes our rugs are undergoing during manufacturing.
MATERIAL: Phthalate-free PVC ribbon, polyester warp
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THE DESIGNED OUTDOOR RUGS
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THE CONVENTIONALS OUTDOOR RUGS
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THE MONO OUTDOOR RUGS
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THE OUTDOOR CUSHIONS

THE OUTDOOR TRAYS

THE TABLE RUNNERS
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